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THE OVERARCHING STORY

The New Creative
Economy For Black
Digital Art &
Culture

“Nandi’s aim is to enable economic participation and cultural preservation of African
and the global Black cultural creative content in the age of non-fungible tokens. Nandi
is an African cultural marketplace for the world, built in Africa. The world is gearing up
towards this critical point where Africa is becoming the center point, and not in the
trite ways that we’re often described. The NFT space we are creating is an economic
ecosystem that directly relates to Black creators, to Black culture, and its value.
Embedded in NFTs is an understanding of royalties, licensing, and intellectual property
as the core components for how creative goods are traded and distributed online and
offline that is essential for Black culture to thrive.”

- Jepchumba, Co-Founder & CEO.
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INTRODUCTION

In 2021, over $105.6 Billion of cryptocurrency flowed into African
wallets, up 1,200% from the previous year. Black and African
participation in buying Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) was 50% less
than the global average during the same period, which amounts to
$400M less dollars from crypto wallets alone that could have
made its way to Black creators.

Global Shift

Ethos

The challenge is that NFTs of art & culture
are presented in a marketplace format
that focuses on financial aspects around
sales or basic category search.
Unfortunately, the audience for Black art
& culture have benefitted from digital
distribution and personalized algorithms.
So, lovers of Black culture have become
accustomed to curation allowing them
to easily discover their favorite artists
which has translated into over $1.2B in
music & film streaming and secondary
art market transactions.

We believe that every single art form will
migrate to this new system, but Black
creators must be deliberate, so the
existing system of gatekeepers sharing
pennies or digital piracy isn’t replicated.
Black creators have a rare opportunity to
rewrite the rules around their funding
and distribution to their audiences. Unlike
other marketplaces we are focused on
unlocking the resources of cryptocommunity through curation of Black
creators and enabling the mass
adoption cultural content by providing
seamless fiat onboarding for payment
for digital goods.

The leading wallet for NFTs, MetaMask,
only has an estimated 10M users, while
adoption of blockchain wallets worldwide
has reached over 200M users. This
indicates, despite the $40B in NFT
transactions, we are in the beginning
stages of a global shift in digital cultural
content distribution, storage &
monetization.

Nandi’s ecosystem will both increase the size of the pie both in and
outside of crypto-native by empowering the beauty & diversity of Black
creators & the lovers their work.
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OVERVIEW

Nandi is a community owned and curated marketplace, built by
African Digital Art, Africa’s largest creator collective. Established in
2009 African Digital Art is an international award-winning
platform recognized for archiving a wide range of artistic
production from Africa and the diaspora. For over the past
decade, African Digital Art transformed the way the world
experienced Black & African art online.

Problem
Limited Discovery - Existing NFT market
discovery is driven by financial returns &
speculation instead of personalized
content themes that most consumers
are accustomed

Misaligned Values – Most creators &
brands are acutely aware of their carbon
footprint, the costs borne by their fans
and focused on protection of their
intellectual property

Complexity – The most popular
platforms almost seem to pride
themselves on participants doing their
own research, as opposed to being
intuitive. This is most easily seen in the
check out experience for consumers.

Most NFT markets miss the mark on at
least two factors. Energy consumption to
process transactions, excessive
blockchain gas fees paid by buyers and
piracy are common headlines in the NFT
market.
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SOLUTION – COMMUNITY AS-A SERVICE

The key to the broad adoption of Web3 and blockchain for
everyday consumers is the natural evolution of digital assets,
from peer-to-peer sharing to streaming of digital cultural
goods and now to NFTs. Curated content that’s relevant to
the largest community of fans will push the envelope beyond
early adopting crypto natives.
Nandi is focused on unlocking the power
of Black culture’s leading creators &
communities. We are enabling
engagement & utility within NFTs to
introduce new users to the power
blockchain assets have in creating richer
& more equitable digital experiences.
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Most NFT marketplaces target crypto
whales as buyers, instruct the creators to
build their own crypto community and
translate the value locked on various
blockchains into NFTs.
Nandi is different by design.
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HOW NANDI WORKS

Nandi Creator Pathways.

Powered by.

Nandi Cowry NFTs - are our membership/governance token, which
identifies & funds emerging Black creators through an ecosystem
anchored by fellowships with cultural institutions. Holders of the NFT
can vote to curate our marketplace, along with loyalty & club
membership benefits in digital and physical spaces.
NANDI Market – multi-chain platform that leverages ADA’s rich content
library & empowers creators to mint, buy & sell NFTs on Celo, Solana,
Cardano and other innovative scaling solutions. The market pairs with
our Nandi Hub for creator audience management and our Collab Studio,
which manages creators & brand entry in Web3 & the Metaverse.

$NANDI Token – our commercial token rewards the most active
readers, creators and collectors on ADA & Nandi to vote for any
crowdsourced designs, participate in featured art curation and
enables staking within the platform
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COLLAB STUDIO

The Collab Studio is the innovation engine that embeds the
African Digital Art collective within Nandi to unlock financial
opportunities within the ecosystem.

The focus is to collaboratively develop 3d
designs, music, gaming, film and other
digital fine arts to launch on Nandi
market. Creators & Brands will be able to
engage with the Collab Studio to
commission their own Web3 drops in
direct sourced and gamified design
competitions that engage the creator &
brand broader communities.

we also don’t believe creator
participation on a profit centric
marketplace achieve those aim. We
believe the community must fund itself &
create a sustainable model that
supports the African Digital Art collective
& the Black creator community writ large
to develop their own projects and
broader community initiatives.

Our mission is to push digital boundaries
to create sustainable prosperity for
creators. We’ve been surprised how
revolutionary that simple concept is
when it comes to Black creators
especially. Commissioned projects alone
for the Collab Studio are unable to
enable the broadest set of Black creators
to achieve prosperity,
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NANDI COWRY MEMBERSHIP NFT -

Our first Collab Studio project, Nandi Cowry NFTs will feature
10,000 limited editions, hand drawn characters representing
the Nandi tribe. The lead designer for the project, Sindiso
R!OT, is renowned and an African Digital Art collective
member.

Community Funding

Sindiso R!OT

The proceeds of the sale provide the
foundational base of community funding
with a treasury that will be continually
replenished by Nandi Market sales 3%
transaction fees. Nandi’s transaction fee
commitment will be enshrined by
providing Nandi Cowry NFT holders
governance & curation rights over the
marketplace.

Johannesburg based artist that
designed South Africa’s Mandela
Centenary coin. He’s been showcased at
museums from The Vitra Design
Museum, The Guggenheim Bilbao
Museum, and The Museum of Modern Art
in Mexico City

The governance & curation rights will
evolve over time, this is in recognition of
the need for the speed & flexibility at the
earliest stages of a business.
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MEMBERSHIP TIERS & BENEFITS

Each Nandi Cowry is unique and has its own rarity
characteristics, however each can be grouped into 3 rarity
tiers with their own respective benefits.
Tribe
Member

– 1.5X $NANDI community reward acceleration

5,263 Total

– Preview Access to NFT drops on Nandi Market

– The perks of Nandi Cowry
– Curate the location of our in person Drop Shops
– Access to members-only Telegram channels, including
access to African Digital Art’s premium content library
– Free Entry into the Nandi’s metaverse, Digital FESTAC and its
art & concert experiences

Chief
Member
3,737 Total

Founding
Member
1,000 Total

– Tribe Member perks +
– 2x the $NANDI community reward acceleration
– $NANDI credits for 1 plot of land in Digital FESTAC
– Access to official Nandi Cowry IRL events with up to 2 guests
such as art fair & gallery previews to private member events
at partner convenings

– Tribe & Chief Member perks +
– 4x $NANDI community reward acceleration
– $NANDI credits for 2 plots of land in Digital FESTAC
– Access to official Nandi Cowry IRL events with up to 5 guests
– 3 NFT Commissioned Designs by Collab Studio
– Access to club reciprocity with other Founding Members who
opt-in to participating
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KEY COMMUNITY INITIATIVES & PARTNERS

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed
do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna
aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation
Nandi Cowry
Fellowship

MoveMint
Fund for Art
& Culture

Digital
FESTAC –
The Nandi
Metaverse

Gallery
Experiences
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NANDI MARKET

The Nandi Multi-Chain Marketplace will provide a venue for
buyers and sellers (both primary and secondary), to have a
seamless buying experience leveraging fiat and crypto rails. Keys
to enabling this in Black & African communities is to obscure
away the crypto complexity, focusing on the creators and their
communities regardless of the blockchain.

Carbon Negative/Neutral Pledge
Our blockchain choices, Celo, Near,
Solana, BSC and more are reflective of
the values our community has vocalized
around energy consumption. Carbon
negativity or neutrality are seen as table
stakes. So any chain we onboard, will be
prioritized by their climate impact and
we will increase the transaction fees on
the smart contract to reflect the
purchase of carbon offsets for chains
that do not do so themselves.

Creator/Brand/Curated Collections
Creators, Brands & Curators can mint
collections of NFTs with a predetermined
number of copies and specified rarity
properties.
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Community & Access Tokens

Reward your most loyal fans by offering
exclusive NFTs available only to your
existing NFT holders. Manage
membership like a community or a
decentralized loyalty program.
Demand Generation
We are focused on creating that demand
through partnerships, seamless fiat
onboarding, integrating with technology
bridges with & unlocking the 1.3 billion
population of Africa through payment
system innovations that mirror Web3
onboarding infrastructure available in
other markets.
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VALUE PROPOSITION

As a community led platform, we’ve listened and recognized the
financialization of culture & creators creates misaligned
incentives for many on both sides of the creator – audience
spectrum. We intend for Nandi to strike a balance by rewarding
creators & consumers of content based upon intrinsic interest
alone and pairing that evening with rewards for buying & selling
through the platform. Those rewards also recognize the value of
the users’ culture consumption profile data we will develop &
combine with ethically collected 3rd party data sources to
provide to creators as a resource.

Discovery = Distribution
For over a decade African Digital Art has
pioneered early discovery of Black digital
creators through content curation &
visualization that has captivated millions
of viewers. Nandi will utilize those unique
insights to build a unique market that
layers cultural context for potential
buyers, like Netflix or Amazon’s
recommendation algorithms.
We intend to embed ADA’s content
library & other content partners within a
“Culture Feed” on the Nandi platform to
collect these insights but also to inform &
educate lovers of Black culture on the
diversity of the creators within the
community. Nandi users will be rewarded
for their consumption of the content
through the Nandi token rewards
program. Content partners equally will
have their minted content or gated
content libraries available for direct
purchase in their Nandi Hub priced in fiat,
crypto and $NANDI.
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Community As-A Service
Our foundations over a decade have
seen many platforms burn hot and flame
out, but the unique property that has
kept African Digital Art and other digital
platforms alive at the core has been
community
So our marketplace approach is driven
by that same lifeblood, but instead of
instructing each creator to go out and
create their own community in order to
successfully launch meaningful NFT
drops, we’ve done the hard work for them
by creating the Nandi Cowry community
as a resource that economically and
philosophically benefit from successful
NFT drops on Nandi.
This audience cross-pollination and
shared benefit is core to the sustained
growth of the larger Black creator
community.
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VALUE CAPTURE

We’ve structured our smart contract and content licensing terms
to reflect the community value proposition in primary &
secondary sales. We’ve also developed a partnership model to
unlock benefits for existing ecosystem actors like gallerists,
record labels, film producers & studios and other cultural curators
& aggregators.

Primary Sales
Nandi Standard
Independent Artists

Partner
Storefront

Nandi
Commissioned

All Secondary Sales
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NANDI HUB

PRIME SECTORS

A central part of Nandi’s value
proposition is connecting
creators directly to their
audience. A key component is
our Hub so that creators
develop relationships beyond
transaction with their audience

While any brand can benefit
from an NFT strategy, Nandi
has identified several
sectors with immediate
benefits and sizeable
existing audiences:

. The Nandi Hub makes it easy for
creators & brands to create and manage
NFTs without any tech skills – by
automating the launch of design
competitions and specific designer
commissions.

SPORTS

The main feature of the hub connects
existing audiences & conversations
across social media platforms and layers
data for the creator to have actionable
insights on the demographics and
interests of their audience. is the ability to
sell or drop, free or low-cost NFTs to
existing fans and customers.
Opportunities in Web3 for brands are
only limited by their imagination. Brands
can launch metaverse properties, grant
VR access, utilize gaming incentives,
merge with physical retail or ecommerce
experiences. As a result, the Hub provides
several specific benefits to brands:
1. Direct community management with existing
fans across existing social media platforms,
Nandi & layered with audience data
2. Strategic monetization through services and
content offering additional utility via NFTs,

We are targeting sizeable audiences
& global footprints like football &
baseball, and motorsports.
CELEBRITIES
Black America, the Caribbean &
Africa have a number of global &
regional stars who are extremely
popular on global stages and
submarkets, like Francophone or
Soca. Again, working with Celebrities
with audiences that are sizeable &
maintain a global footprint yet are
not widely known to mainstream
audiences.
BRANDS
Global brands and their Black,
African & Caribbean counterparts
can benefit from tapping into Web3
as an alternative or an addition to
traditional marketing integrations.

Additionally, the Hub allows brands to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Define user benefits for holding NFTs
Launch a Collab Studio design competition
Communicate with users
Track NFT activity
Reward user actions
Connect to physical retail
Enable secure access to content and/or
services
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NANDI TOKEN PLATFORM

The $NANDI utility token supply is 1,000,000,000 tokens and
all tokens allocated to the community will be earned by
engagement throughout the Nandi ecosystem – from
creators selling and contributing to brand design
competitions to lovers of culture reading content or buying
NFTs in Nandi Market.

Reward System

Use Case

Monthly $NANDI tokens will be issued to
all ecosystem actors, Nandi Cowry NFT
holders will rewarded at accelerated
levels based on the rarity of their NFTs. A
pillar of our values is to reward
intrinsically motivated artistry and
engagement instead of the
financialization of art & culture.
Consequently, buying, selling and Nandi
Cowry NFT ownership are only
considered in a basket of factors around
participatory economics.

Nandi token benefits include:

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Early Access to Drops
Event Admissions
Voting
Brand & Creator Rewards
Staking
Purchase Land in Digital FESTAC
DeFi

Moreover, Nandi Cowry NFT ownership is
only the 1st step, holders must engage on
Nandi to receive the benefits of
ownership related to governance &
curation.

Since $NANDI will be tied to the wallet address of the Nandi Cowry
holder at the point of ownership, the governance & curation rights do not
convey simultaneously unless sold with the Nandi Cowry NFT. This
reinforces the intrinsic value of the $NANDI and ties that to the ongoing
appreciation of Nandi Cowry NFTs.
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NANDI TOKEN ECONOMICS

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed
do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna
aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation

Commercial & Governance Token Distribution

Investor Token Distribution
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TEAM

The Nandi team is based in Nairobi, Kenya and globally
distributed in Africa and the diaspora. African Digital Art was
bootstrapped through the intrinsic motivation of Jepchumba
driven by international awards and passion. The transition to
Web 3.0 has been funded by Africa & the diaspora’s leading
crypto and women-led venture capital firms and angel
investors.

Founders

Industry Leading Advisors
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ROADMAP
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DISCLAIMER

In consideration of Nandi, legal ADA Marketplace Inc, (the “Company”) providing this Whitepaper to
the recipient, the recipient acknowledges that the contents of this Whitepaper are confidential to the
Company and the recipient agrees not to disclose, distribute or permit to be communicated verbally,
directly or indirectly or otherwise, or to otherwise publish the contents of this Whitepaper except with
the prior written consent of the Company. For the purposes of this acknowledgement “recipient”
includes, without limitation, any principal, employee or agent of the recipient.
This Whitepaper, and any offers made within it, is solely for Participants. This Whitepaper provides a
summary of the main features of the Company. It contains general advice only and has been
prepared without taking into account any participant’s objectives, financial situation or needs.
Participants should read the Whitepaper carefully and assess whether the information is appropriate
for them in respect of their objectives, financial situation and needs.
This Whitepaper does not purport to contain all the information that a prospective participant may
require. In all cases, interested parties should conduct their own investigation and analysis of the
Company and the data contained in this Whitepaper.
The Company does not make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of
the information contained in this Whitepaper. Furthermore, the Company shall not have any liability to
the recipient or any person resulting from the reliance upon this Whitepaper in determining to make
an application to apply for shares in the Company.
The Company considers that the financial and non-financial information contained in this
Whitepaper has been prepared to the best of its reasonable knowledge and ability. However,
recipients must rely on their own investigation of all financial information and no representations or
warranties are or will be made by the Company as to the accuracy or completeness of such
information. The Company makes no representation about the underlying value of the tokens on
offer. Prospective participants must make their own assessment about whether the price of the
tokens being offered represents fair value.
Risk
You acknowledge and agree that there are numerous risks associated with purchasing $NANDI,
holding $NANDI. and using $NANDI for participation in the Nandi Market and Ecosystem. In worst
scenario, this could lead to the loss of all or part of the $NANDI which had been purchased. IF YOU
DECIDE TO PURCHASE $NANDI, YOU EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGE, ACCEPT AND ASSUME THE FOLLOWING
RISKS:
Uncertain Regulations and Enforcement Actions
The regulatory status of $NANDI is unclear or unsettled in many jurisdictions. The regulation of virtual
currencies has become a primary target of regulation in all major countries in the world. It is
impossible to predict how, when or whether regulatory agencies may apply existing regulations or
create new regulations with respect to such technology and its applications, including $NANDI and/or
Nandi. Regulatory actions could negatively impact $NANDI and/or Nandi in various ways. The
Company, the Distributor (or their respective aﬃliates) may cease operations in a jurisdiction in the
event that regulatory actions, or changes to law or regulation, make it illegal to operate in such
jurisdiction, or commercially undesirable to obtain the necessary regulatory approval(s) to operate in
such jurisdiction.
Inadequate disclosure of information
As at the date hereof, Nandi is still under development and its design concepts, consensus
mechanisms, algorithms, codes, and other technical details and parameters may be constantly and
frequently updated and changed. Although this paper contains the most current information relating
to Nandi, it is not absolutely complete and may still be adjusted and updated by the Nandi team from
time to time. The Nandi team has no ability and obligation to keep holders of $NANDI informed of
every detail (including development progress and expected milestones) regarding the project to
develop Nandi, hence insuﬃcient information disclosure is inevitable and reasonable.
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Competitors
Various types of decentralized applications and networks are emerging at a rapid rate, and the
industry is increasingly competitive. It is possible that alternative networks could be established that
utilize the same or similar code and protocol underlying $NANDI and/or Nandi and attempt to recreate similar facilities. Nandi may be required to compete with these alternative networks, which
could negatively impact $NANDI and/or Nandi.
Loss of Talent
The development of Nandi greatly depends on the continued cooperation of the existing technical
team and expert consultants, who are highly knowledgeable and experienced in their respective
sectors. The loss of any member may adversely aﬀect Nandi or its future development. Further,
stability and cohesion within the team is critical to the overall development of Nandi. There is the
possibility that conflict within the team and/or departure of core personnel may occur, resulting in
negative influence on the project in the future.
Failure to develop
There is the risk that the development of Nandi will not be executed or implemented as planned, for a
variety of reasons, including without limitation the event of a decline in the prices of any digital asset.
virtual currency or $NANDI, unforeseen technical diﬃculties, and shortage of development funds for
activities.
Security weaknesses
Hackers or other malicious groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with $NANDI and/or
Nandi in a variety of ways, including, but not limited to, malware attacks, denial of service attacks,
consensus-based attacks, smurfing and spoofing. Furthermore, there is a risk that a third party or a
member of the Company, the Distributor or their respective aﬃliates may intentionally or
unintentionally introduce weaknesses into the core infrastructure of $NANDI and/or Nandi, which
could negatively aﬀect $NANDI and/or Nandi. Further, the future of cryptography and security
innovations are highly unpredictable and advances in cryptography, or technical advances
(including without limitation development of quantum computing), could present unknown risks to
$NANDI and/or Nandi by rendering ineﬀective the cryptographic consensus mechanism that
underpins that blockchain protocol.
Value Risks
Tokens issued by Nandi may drop substantially in value or may remain illiquid for long periods of time
or indefinitely. Nandi cannot guarantee an active secondary market for the exchange of tokens
purchased in the token sale. Not all disclosures or statements are being made in this disclaimer
section. Participants should review the token sale agreement in its entirety and seek the professional
advice of legal counsel and investment professionals.
$NANDI may change in value based on a number of factors that are outside our control. There is no
guarantee or expectation that $NANDI will increase in value, provide a return, or have sufficient
adoption and liquidity on exchanges. Owning these tokens does not constitute a share of equity or
ownership in the company. The token economy is new and exciting. Regulatory circumstances may
require that token mechanics be changed or altered.
$NANDI do not have any rights, uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities or features, express or implied,
including, without limitation, any uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities or features on the Fayre
platform. Company does not guarantee and is not representing in any way to the buyer that the
Fayre tokens have any rights, uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities, or features. $NANDI may have
no value. The company reserves the right to refuse or cancel $NANDI purchase requests at any time
at its sole discretion.
Participant Warning
Participation in a token sale carries high risks. It is highly speculative and before participating in any
project about which information is given, prospective participants are strongly advised to seek
appropriate professional advice; the information contained in this Whitepaper has been prepared by
or on behalf of the Company. Fayre has not undertaken an independent review of the information
contained in this Whitepaper.
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Prominent Statements
The information contained in this Whitepaper about the proposed business opportunity is not
intended to be the only information on which a decision is to be made and is not a substitute for a
disclosure document, or any other notice that may be required under law. Detailed information may
be needed to make a token participation decision; prospective participants should be aware that no
established market exists for the trading of any tokens that may be offered.
Future Statements
Except for historical information, there may be matters in this Whitepaper that are forward- looking
statements. Such statements are only predictions and are subject to inherent risks and uncertainty.
Forward-looking statements, which are based on assumptions and estimates and describe the
Company’s future plans, strategies, and expectations are generally identifiable by the use of the
words ‘anticipate’, ‘will’, ‘believe’, ‘estimate’, ‘plan’, ‘expect’, ‘intend’, ‘seek’, or similar expressions.
Participants are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements.
By its nature, forward-looking information involves numerous assumptions, inherent risks and
uncertainties both general and specific that contribute to the possibility that predictions, forecasts,
projections and other forward-looking statements will not occur. Those risks and uncertainties include
factors and risks specific to the industry in which the Company operates as well as general economic
conditions. Actual performance or events may be materially different from those expressed or implied
in those statements.
All forward-looking statements attributable to the Company or persons acting on behalf of the
Company are expressly qualified in their entirety by the cautionary statements in this section. Except
as expressly required by law, the Company undertakes no obligation to publicly update or revise any
forward-looking statements provided in this Whitepaper whether as a result of new information,
future events or otherwise, or the risks affecting this information.
None of the Company, its officers or any person named in this Whitepaper with their consent, or any
person involved in the preparation of this Whitepaper, makes any representation or warranty (express
or implied) as to the accuracy or likelihood of fulfilment of any forward-looking statement except to
the extent required by law. The forward-looking statements reflect the views held only as at the date
of this Whitepaper.
Other Risks
In addition, the potential risks briefly mentioned above are not exhaustive and there are other risks
(as more particularly set out in the Terms and Conditions) associated with your purchase, holding
and use of $NANDI. including those that the Company or the Distributor cannot anticipate. Such risks
may further materialize as unanticipated variations or combinations of the aforementioned risks. You
should conduct full due diligence on the Company, the Distributor, their respective aﬃliates, and the
Nandi team, as well as understand the overall framework, mission, and vision for Nandi prior to
purchasing $NANDI.
Nandi recommends and encourages that for any cryptocurrency held, bought, or sold, a financial
advisor should first be consulted. Please ensure that you perform your own due diligence.
Do not invest without being 100% certain of what you are investing in.
With your purchase of Nandi, you are aware that you are not purchasing a security or investment. You
also agree to hold all members of the development team harmless and not liable for any losses or
taxes you may incur. You also agree that the team is presenting the token “as is” and is not required
to provide any support or services.
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